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Reference: T2019/1015 DH-44 
 
 
Date: 4 April 2019 
 
 
To: Minister of Finance (Hon Grant Robertson) 
 
 
Deadline: Prior to your teleconference at 8.30pm Thursday 4 April 2019 
 
 
Aide Memoire: Comments on policy papers for the proposed 
buy-back scheme 

This aide memoire provides comments on two papers prepared by Police on settings 
for the proposed buy-back scheme that will support amendments to the Arms Act 1983, 
namely the prohibition of certain types of semi-automatic firearms, parts and 
magazines. 
 
The first paper seeks decisions from delegated Ministers on design features of the buy-
back, and the second seeks agreement to a legal measure to establish the ownership 
of prohibited items surrendered to Police, including a legal commitment for the 
Government to make payments.  
 
Policy settings for the proposed buy-back scheme 

The paper “Settings for the proposed buy-back scheme” covers design feature such as 
scope, pricing approach and timing [BR/19/34 refers].  
 
The focus to date has been on newly prohibited firearms that were lawfully acquired. 
Additionally, the paper seeks decisions on other newly prohibited, lawfully acquired 
items:  
 
High-capacity magazines  

The paper makes a strong case for the inclusion of high-capacity magazines in the 
buy-back scheme on the grounds of their potential to cause high harm to the 
community. Including high-capacity magazines in the buy-back is estimated to increase 
the cost of the scheme by between $2 million and $17 million, based on a cap of one 
magazine per firearm.  
 
We note the corresponding recommendation at (b)(ii) does not specify a cap. If you 
wish to agree to the inclusion of high-capacity magazines in the buy-back, we therefore 
suggest adding that agreement is conditional on a maximum of one per firearm.  
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All parts and accessories 

The case for including other parts and accessories is less clear and seems to relate 
mainly to the expectations of the firearms community rather than to public safety risks, 
although you may wish to request further information on this. Including all newly 
prohibited parts and accessories could add significantly to the cost of the scheme 
(estimated up to an additional $83 million).  
 
Pricing approach 

The paper offers two main pricing options for firearms: 
 
• a two-tier system with a top price based on new retail values; and 
• a three-tier system with all price categories based on second-hand values.  
 
The three-tier approach at recommendation (h) most closely resembles the approach 
adopted for the preparation of the cost estimates to date.  
 
On the matter of price, we consider adopting a top price based on new retail values is 
likely to result in the Government overpaying for some firearms and hence a windfall 
gain for the individuals concerned. We therefore consider the better approach is to 
base all price categories on second-hand values, depending on the age and condition 
of the firearms.  
 
In terms of choosing between a two-tier or a three-tier pricing system, we consider 
further work is necessary to work through the cost and administrative implications. We 
understand from Police that a decision is not necessary at this point and that the 
implications can be further tested as part of the next phase of work. We suggest you 
request further information before committing to a decision. 
 
Business compensation 

The paper also seeks agreement in principle to providing compensation to affected 
businesses. The Treasury advises against taking any decision until fuller advice can be 
provided.  
 
Legal provision for the buy-back scheme 

The second Police paper “Providing for the buy-back scheme in the Arms (Prohibited 
Firearms, Magazines, and Parts) Bill” seeks decisions on a legal measure to clarify the 
ownership of property surrendered under the Arms Bill and to clearly signal the 
Government’s intention to provide buy-back payments [IPR/19/81 refers]. 
 
We have two main concerns with the paper: 
 
Payments for prohibited items 

The recommendations provide for the Government to pay for lawfully obtained newly 
prohibited items that have been surrendered. It is unclear whether this would commit 
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the Government to paying for all such items, i.e. all magazines, parts and ammunitions 
as well as firearms. 
 
Payments to businesses 

The paper seems to assume that the Government will provide payments to businesses 
surrendering newly prohibited items (paragraph 12). This appears to be reflected in the 
recommendations, which suggest that the Government would pay for all newly 
prohibited items that have been surrendered, i.e. not only items surrendered by 
individuals but also potentially unsold stock surrendered by retailers and businesses.  
 

 
We are seeking clarification from Police and Crown Law on these issues and on 
whether the second paper can be delayed until after delegated Ministers have taken 
policy decisions on the scheme or whether there are legal considerations that should 
inform policy decisions about pricing and scope.   
 
Other matters 

We understand that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade is preparing a briefing for 
delegated Ministers on firearms export policy. We will update you on this.  
 
We have also been discussing the accounting treatment for the buy-back scheme and 
when the expense would be triggered. An appropriation should be in place prior to any 
provision for the buy-back in legislation and prior to any public announcement providing 
details of the scheme.  
 
We will continue to work with Police on these issues, in particular the establishment of 
the appropriation. 
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